
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ITEM: RECOMMENDATION: APPROVAL
REF NO: 3PL/2020/1335/CU CASE OFFICER Rebecca Collins

LOCATION: ATTLEBOROUGH APPNTYPE: Full
Cakes Hill Barn, Ellingham Road POLICY: Out Settlemnt Bndry

CONS AREA: N

APPLICANT: Mr & Mrs  Suggitt
Cakes Hill Barn Ellingham Road

LB GRADE: N

AGENT: Plandescil Ltd
Plandescil Ltd 42-44 Connaught Road

TPO: N

PROPOSAL: Temporary planning permission for the change of use agricultural dwelling to a holiday let

REASON FOR COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

The applicant is a Councillor and Chairman's Panel agreed the application should be heard at Planning
Committee.

KEY ISSUES

Principle
Loss of agricultural occupancy dwelling
Highways
Amenity

DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

Temporary planning permission for the change of use agricultural dwelling to a holiday let.

SITE AND LOCATION

The application site is located to the South of Ellingham and to the north of Attleborough.  The application
site consists of a large red brick, three storey, 6 bedroomed dwelling with picture gable, fronting onto
Ellingham Road, but set back due to access to the site being off a service road off Ellingham Road.  To the
North of the Site, beyond the B1077, Ellingham Road, is agricultural land. To the East is another dwelling and
to the West a specialised hospital. To the South is agricultural land previously owned by the Applicant
including an Anaerobic Digestion Plant.

EIA REQUIRED

No

RELEVANT SITE HISTORY
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3PL/2016/0166/F Permission 20-05-16
Erection of agricultural dwelling and garage

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

The following policies of the Breckland Local Plan, including the Proposals Maps, have been taken into
consideration in the determination of this application. The provisions of the National Planning Policy
Framework and National Planning Policy Guidance have also been taken into account, where appropriate

COM03 Protection of Amenity
EC07 Tourism Related Development
GEN01 Sustainable Development in Breckland
GEN03 Settlement Hierarchy
GEN05 Settlement Boundaries
HOU13 Rural Workers Dwellings
NP Neighbourhood Plan
NPPF National Planning Policy Framework
NPPG National Planning Practice Guidance
TR01 Sustainable Transport Network
TR02 Transport Requirements

OBLIGATIONS/CIL

Not Applicable

CONSULTATIONS

ATTLEBOROUGH TC
No objections.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICERS
There are no objections or comments on the grounds of Environmental Protection.

REPRESENTATIONS

Three letters of representation has been received, their comments are, as follows:
- If this house was needed for the owners of the AD plant to be on site it should still be needed for this
purpose, and should have been sold with the plant.
- The planning statement says there are good transport links across the County for tourist attractions, as well
as the rest of the UK, this is not really the case, all is reliant on cars.
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- It could well bring tourists to the area but how will this benefit the local economy?
- How do you define temporary?
- This is an agricultural dwelling and should remain so.
- This property has already been advertised as a holiday let on social media platforms before this application
was even submitted.
- An additional driveway onto the layby has been added without planning permission. This therefore
contradicts their access statement.
- No longer a family home, but accommodation marketed to stag and hen parties will increase the volume of
traffic going in and out and using the B1077.  This is not a suitable site for a holiday let.
- Heavy farm machinery serves the active ad plant behind and the shared driveway isn't safe for additional
traffic.

ASSESSMENT NOTES

Principle
The Applicant has moved from the premises, leaving it empty, which presents a cost to the owners and a
security risk.  The applicants state that whilst the property is for sale, they wish to temporarily rent the
dwelling out as a holiday let to recoup some of the costs that they are losing while the property is sat empty
and reduce the security risk posed by the dwelling being uninhabited.

Policy EC07 of the Local Plan for Breckland (adopted), seeks to address proposals for tourism and states:

Smaller development proposals involving new tourism related development should be of a suitable scale and
type to protect the character of the townscape and landscape within which they are situated.

All development proposals will be assessed against the extent to which they meet the following criteria:
· Bring regeneration benefits, particularly through the redevelopment of brownfield land;
· Are accessible by sustainable modes of transport or where a proposal is not readily accessible by
sustainable modes of transport, it can be demonstrated that the development relies on a specific
geographical resource or contributions are made to improve accessibility;
· Offer the potential to improve access to rights of way, and/or green infrastructure; and
· In the case of proposals in the countryside, demonstrate the need for a rural location for that development.

It is not considered that there will be any impact on character of the townscape or landscape as the
proposals seek to reuse an existing building.  The proposal includes no alterations to the existing building.

The applicants have set out that this is the re-use of an empty dwelling which will be bring tourist to the area.
On this basis, there will be a minor regeneration benefits.

The proposal lies in close proximity to Ellingham and Attleborough, which offer a number of services and
facilities. The site is in walking distance to Ellingham with bus stops to the wider area, although there is no
pavement along a busy road for the majority of the route.  The distances to Ellingham and Attleborough
would be acceptable to a cyclist.  The site is therefore arguably accessible by a range of sustainable modes
of transport.

There is no proposal to upgrade local green infrastructure.

In terms of need, the applicant has set out that this proposal will add a different dimension to the current
tourist offer in this location and given the size of the dwelling and the current existing evidence of tourism
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offer in this location, then this point is accepted.

Also, being given weight in the planning balance is the occupation and use of an otherwise empty building
which could be empty sometime due to the agricultural occupancy condition, as further discussed below.
Paragraph 95 of the NPPF, states 'Planning policies and decisions should promote public safety and take
into account wider security and defence requirements'.  It is noted that the building is empty and this would
present a security risk and this has been taken into consideration in the planning balance.

On balance it is considered the proposal accords with Policy EC07 and taking into consideration the security
risk then it is considered the principle of development is established.

Loss of agricultural occupancy dwelling
The Applicant constructed the dwelling (granted planning permission under Breckland Council reference
3PL/2016/0166/F) in connection with the Anaerobic Digestion (AD) Plant and agricultural land in their
ownership to the South of the site.  The applicants state that they have since sold the land and AD Plant
when it went into administration.  They state that 'managing the AD Plant and tending to their livestock was a
24-hour-a-day job which required the Applicant to live on site, however, now that the Applicant is no longer
involved with these operations they have downsized to a smaller property closer to the centre of the village,
Great Ellingham, to be closer to schools and amenities for their children'.

The applicant has applied for a temporary consent to change the use of the building to holiday let, whilst the
building is marketed as an agricultral dwelling to avoid the building being stood empty and a security risk.
The principle of development, as set out above, is considered acceptable.  Policy HOU13 of the Breckland
Local Plan (adopted 2019) allows for the removal of an agricultural occupancy condition where it can be
demonstrated there is no longer a need.  Despite this information not being submitted it is not considered that
dwelling would be lost as agricultural occupancy, this would only occur on a temporary basis.  Subject to a
planning condition requiring, only a temporary permission, then the proposal is considered acceptable on this
basis.  Permanent removal of the agricultural occupancy condition would require sufficient evidence and
marketing to demonstrate there was no longer the need for this condition.

Highways
Policies TR01 and TR02 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) seek to promote sustainable transport.
Policy TR01 requires development to minimise the need to travel; promote opportunities for sustainable
transport modes; not adversely impact on the operation or safety of the strategic road network; improve
accessibility to services; and support the transition to a low carbon future.  Policy TR02 requires development
to integrate into existing transport networks; mitigate highways impacts; protect and enhance access to
public rights of way; provide safe, suitable and convenient access for all users, including appropriate parking;
and avoid inappropriate traffic generation and do not compromise highway safety.

The highways authority are yet to respond to the proposals.  However, given that the site is a large property,
accessed off a main road with plenty of car parking, then it is considered likely to be acceptable in this
regard.  The proposal is therefore considered to accord with Policies TR01 and TR02 of the Local Plan.

Amenity
Policy COM03 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) seeks to avoid unacceptable effects on the
residential amenity of neighbouring occupants, or development which does not provide for adequate levels of
amenity for future occupants.

The property is a large dwelling, set in a large plot.  It is largely surrounded by agricultural land with only one
residential dwelling to the east.  This property is significantly distanced from the proposal.  Environmental
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Health have been consulted on the proposals and do not object to the proposals.  The proposal is considered
to accord with Policy COM03 of the Local Plan.

Conclusion
For the reasons given above, the proposal is considered to accord with the relevant policies contained within
the Development Plan and National guidance.  It is therefore recommended for approval, subject to
conditions.

RECOMMENDATION

The application is recommended for approval, subject to conditions, as set out below.

CONDITIONS

1 Full permission 1 year time limit.
The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of ONE YEAR from
the date of this permission.
Reason for condition:-
To comply with section 91 of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended).

2 Temporary use - 1 year
Unless permission is granted beforehand for its retention, the use hereby permitted shall
cease on or before 1 year of the date of this permission.
Reason for condition:-
In order that the Local Planning Authority may retain control over development which could
become detrimental to the amenities of the locality, in accordance with Policy COM03 of the
Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019).

3 In accordance with submitted plans NEW 2017
The development must be carried out in strict accordance with the application form, and
approved documents and drawings as set out in the table at the end of this notice.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure the satisfactory development of the site, in accordance with Policy COM01 of the
Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019).

4 Holiday accommodation
Notwithstanding Classes C2, C2A, C3 and C4 of the Schedule to the Town and Country
Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as amended), the development hereby approved shall
be restricted as follows:
(a)     The use shall be to provide holiday accommodation only and shall not be used as
permanent unrestricted accommodation or as a sole or primary place of residence.
(b)     No individual(s) Families or Groups shall occupy the holiday accommodation for more
than one calendar month consecutively and shall not return within the following calendar
month, unless otherwise agreed in writing with the local planning authority.
(c)     A register of lettings, occupation and advertising shall be maintained at all times and
shall be made available for inspection by the local planning authority upon request at any
time.
Reason for condition:-
The site lies in an area where the Local Planning Authority would not normally grant
permission for new dwellings.  This permission is granted in recognition that the scheme is
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providing holiday accommodation in accordance with Policy EC07 of the Breckland Local
Plan (adopted 2019).
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